Final Coat is a premier high solids acrylic polymer floor polish for gloss and durability. Its high solids formulation provides maximum scuff and heel mark resistant gloss for lower maintenance costs.

- High solids, high gloss
- Long lasting, non-yellowing
- Easily applied, fast drying, long lasting
- Buffable, wet or dry
- Heel mark resistant
- Slip and scuff resistant
- Reduces maintenance costs

www.gstinternational.com
Overview

DESCRIPTION:
Final Coat is a premier high solids acrylic polymer floor polish for gloss and durability. It represents the first major improvement in concrete floor care technology in years. As a wear coat, its high solids formulation provides maximum scuff and heel mark resistance, for a gloss finish resulting in lower maintenance costs. Final Coat requires fewer coats than are needed with conventional lower solids products and stays glossy even after numerous scrubs. It has the advantage for a wide spectrum of maintenance programs, from low speed wet spray buffing and frequent ultra-high-speed burnishing to ‘walk-away’ application maintenance programs.

Uniquely formulated for exceptionally severe high traffic areas where resistance to heel marking, soil retention, and scuffing are of prime importance. Provides stunning highlights to colored or stamped concrete floors while offering excellent slip resistance. Recommended for use in malls, hotels, retail stores, hospitals and schools. Final Coat can also be used on most conventional resilient floors (rubber, asphalt tile, vinyl, linoleum, and all types of composition tile).

LIMITATIONS:
Not for unsealed porous surfaces. Not recommended for exterior applications that are exposed to direct sunlight.

USE ON SEALED SURFACES SUCH AS:
- Troweled, colored or stamped concrete
- Natural and manufactured stone
- Conventional resilient floors
- Concrete paver tiles
- Flagstone
- Vitrified brick
- Glazed tile
- Terrazzo

FEATURES:
- High solids, high gloss
- Long lasting, non-yellowing
- Easily applied, fast drying, long lasting
- Buffable, wet or dry
- Heel mark resistant
- Slip and scuff resistant
- Reduces maintenance costs

Specifications:

VOC: ................................................................. 0 g/l
FLASH POINT: .................................................. N/A
WEIGHT PER GALLON: ........................................ 8.6 lbs.
APPEARANCE: ..................... Milky when wet, clear when dry
ODOR: ............................................................. Mild
PACKAGE VISCOSITY: .................................... 18 sec. Zahn Cup #2
SOLIDS by VOLUME: ........................................ 29 ± .5%
COVERAGE: ............................................ 500 – 1500 sq.ft./gal

For exact coverage rates, a measured quantity to proper cleaning over a known area will provide a square foot coverage rate for a specific job.

DRY SCHEDULE:
Temperature 45° F 60° F 75° F 90°F.
Dry to Touch 3 hrs 2 hrs 1 hr ½ hr

GST PRODUCT CODE: ........................................ GST 507
SHIPPING DESCRIPTION:
Ground/Air/Vessel ............................................... Not regulated
Required Label: .................................................. Not required
Required Marking: .............................................. Not required

UNIFORM FIRE CODE: ...................................... Non combustible

STORAGE TEMPERATURE: ................................... 35° F. - 120° F.

Keep This Product From Freezing!

SHELF LIFE: .................................................. Warrantied one year
HMIS RATINGS: .............................................. H - 1; F - 0; R - 0; PP - H
CLEAN UP: .................................................... Soap and water
REMOVE: .................................................... Ammoniated acrylic floor polish remover

Available in one gallon and five gallon sizes. 55 gallon drums and 275 gallon totes are also available upon request.

NOTE: Meets or exceeds Federal EPA standards for VOC compliance. Meets or exceeds South Coast Air Quality Management District and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, for VOC compliance of less than 100g/l required by the State of California.

MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

(775) 829-2626 www.gstinternational.com
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Prior to use, test a small inconspicuous area to insure proper appearance and compatibility to the surface coating or sealer.

SURFACE PREPARATION:
Remove dirt, wax, old floor polish and defective coatings with proper cleaning agents. The sealed surface must be completely clean and dry to the touch prior to application.

*Final Coat* is a 'wear coat' and is made to be applied over one of GST's premium sealers; i.e. *Low Sheen Wet Look Lacquer, High Gloss Wet Look Lacquer or Satin Seal*.

*Final Coat* can also be used on most conventional resilient floors (rubber, asphalt tile, vinyl, linoleum, and all types of composition tile).

THINNING: .................................................. Not required - use as is

APPLICATION:
Apply *Final Coat* with a wax applicator, microfiber pad, nylon string mop, or clean cloth. Apply a light even coat. Do NOT allow to pool or puddle, wipe up excess product immediately. Allow 'dry to touch' drying time before walking on surface or applying an additional coat. Two or more light applications are recommended for initial application. Additional coats provide added gloss and durability.

MAINTENANCE:
Clean floor with water and if necessary using a mild detergent. Do not use ammonia, ammoniated cleaners, or abrasives. Periodic buffing or a light re-application may be needed in high traffic areas or where scratches have occurred.

REMOVAL - RE-APPLICATION:
When removal is necessary use a high ammoniated acrylic floor polish remover. Total removal should not be necessary for 3 to 5 years. Reapply when surface no longer returns to high gloss after buffing or additional coats are applied.

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: LIQUID CONTACT WITH EYE AND SKIN CAUSES IRRITATION. DO NOT INGEST.

Contains: 2-(2-ethoxyethoxy) ethanol CAS #111-90-0; 1, 2-benzenedicarboxylic acid; dibutyl ester; dibutyl phthalate CAS #84-74-2; Dipropylene glycol menthyl ether CAS #34590-94-8; 2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethanol CAS #111-77-3.

**WARNING**

IF INHALED: May cause respiratory irritation. May cause allergic respiratory reaction.

IF ON SKIN: May cause skin irritation. Get medical attention immediately.

IF IN EYES: Causes eye irritation. Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

IF INGESTED: May cause gastrointestinal irritation with nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. Call a Poison Center or doctor if you feel unwell.

Refer to SDS at www.gstinternational.com for complete safety information.

This product is made from the finest raw materials available and manufactured to proven formulation under strict quality control for its intended use. However, results obtained with the use of this product under a variety of conditions may depend on circumstances beyond our control. GST International, Inc. and the seller therefore disclaim any responsibility for damage of any kind. The only warranty extended, expressed or implied, is for defective material.
For Newly Poured Concrete

Use **ConCure** immediately after new concrete is poured. Allow approximately 28 days for new concrete to cure prior to applying any GST Sealer.

Where Efflorescence, Rust or Cement Scale is Present

Use **Clean Concrete** to remove efflorescence, rust and cement staining.

Where Cleaning is Needed or Efflorescence Remover Has Been Used

Use **Pro-Grade Cleaner** to thoroughly clean, remove oil, grease, dirt and prepare the surface prior to applying any of the GST Sealers.

Use **ProGrade Cleaner** to neutralize pH where **Clean Concrete** was used.

Choose an Invisible or Appearance Enhancing Sealer

To be applied after the surface is clean and dry.

**Choose an Appearance Enhancing Sealer:**
- Low Sheen Wet Look Lacquer
- High Gloss Wet Look Lacquer
- Lock ‘N Seal
- Satin Seal
- Stone Enhance
- Final Coat

**Choose an Invisible Sealer:**
- Water Block
- Stain Block Elite
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All products are available in standard one gallon and five gallon sizes. 55 gallon drums and 275 gallon totes are also available upon request.